YaleERGO 360 Ratchet Lever Hoist
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Redefining lever-operated hoists, the YaleERGO 360 features the revolutionary crank handle that allows
for efficient operation in both lifting and pulling applications. Ergonomically designed for increased
safety, the patent-pending YaleERGO 360 lets the operator work up to 12 times faster and with as much
as 30% less force than with conventional ratchet lever tools.
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Operator can securely grip the grooved, no-slip handle.
CONVENIENT DIRECTIONAL INDICATOR
Easy-to-use, highly visible directional indicator located on
the handle clearly shows the operating direction as lifting,
lowering or neutral. Selector lever on the inside of the
handle locks in place to prevent accidental switching.
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When folded out, the lever handle can serve as a carrying grip for easy transport.
Simply attach the end stop to the hook and slip the hook
onto the crank handle to lift and carry the unit with one
hand.

EASY-TO-INSPECT SWIVEL HOOKS
Bolt on hooks with nylon locks simplify the inspection
process. Hooks are forged, allowing them to yield under
overload without breaking. Cast safety latches provide
positive and secure load engagement.
BUILT TO LAST
Lightweight aluminium housing withstands rigorous
use and features high-quality, long-lasting bearings.
Powder coat finish provides extra protection in harsh
environments.

EASILY CHANGE YOUR GRIP
TO SUIT THE APPLICATION

The YaleERGO 360 gives operators ultimate flexibility.
When an application requires a customary ratcheting hand grip, the YaleE
can be operated like a traditional lever tool when the lever handle is in the
position.

EXCELLENT CORROSION PROTECTION
Robust chain guide and chain stripper made from cast
steel and zinc-plated for corrosion protection.
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ERGO360-750

750kg

6.6kg

ERGO360-3000

3000kg

16.8kg

ERGO360-1500

1500kg

9.5kg

ERGO360-6000

6000kg

28.6kg
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